The initial discovery was the implication (a) => (b). Using it, one can show directly 1 that the T o separation axiom is satisfied if each point is Borel, with the latter condition certain for 2\ spaces.
In [1] , C. E. Aull and W. J. Thron introduce and study a number of separation axioms between T Q and T lf each of which is classified by some property of derived sets. In Theorem 3.1 of [1] , they prove that {p}' is closed (which is taken as a separation axiom, T D ) if and only if there is a closed set F and an open set U such that {p} -F Γ\U, for all peX.
With this as a catalyst, the equivalence of (b) and (d) is established and "each point is Borel" is fit into the classification scheme of Aull and Thron as follows:
We shall do it differently. The implication (b) => (f) was suggested to us by the mention in [1] of an observation of C. T. Yang (see [2, p. 56] ) to the effect that the derived set of every subset of X is closed if and only if the derived set of every point in X is closed.
The equivalence of (c) and (d) or (e) and (f) might be interpreted as saying that the attempt to classify separation axioms by the Borel complexity of derived sets collapses to just three cases: T 19 T D , and "each point is Borel".
Section one is devoted to a proof of Theorem 0.1. In Section two we assemble some other results concerning the property "each point is Borel". First, we show it is necessarily observed in each first countable T o space. Next, an example is given of a T Q space in which no point is Borel 3 . Finally, the property (thus each of (a)-(f)) is shown to be countably (but not generally) productive, hereditary, and not preserved by quotient (even closed) maps. In all of these arguments it is the equivalence (a) <=> (b) that is used.
For purposes of application, we remark that properties (a), (b), (c), and (d) at a fixed point p are equivalent. 1* A proof of Theorem OJL Fix a space X. As is well known the Borel sets in X can be specified by the following recursion. The Borel subsets of X are just the members of & ωy .
Denote by <& the collection of those subsets of X that can be obtained as the intersection of a closed set and a G δ set. It is easy to see that ^ is closed under countable intersections and that
The following is the main lemma. Case (i). For each ΐ e ω, there is an ordinal τ(i) < α and sets i?* e ^{ < ) such that S = U*e ω #*. We may assume p 6 2? 0 According to our induction hypothesis there is Ce^7 with peCczB 0 (Z Case (ii). For each ieω, there is an ordinal τ(i) < α and sets B t e& nt) such that S = Πίe^-B*. By our induction hypothesis for each ieω pick 0*6^ with peCidBi.
Put C = n<β«f7 < . Then Ce^ and peCcfl^Si = S.
In either case the induction is complete and the lemma is established.
Proof of Theorem 0.1. We shall establish the implications To We construct a set X and a strict dense linear ordering R on X without endpoints such that (*) If 7 is a countable subset of X and p eX such that yRp for all y e Y, then there is q e X with qRp and ΐ/i?g for y e Y.
Once such a set X and ordering i? have been constructed we define a topology by calling !7cl a basic open set if and only if there is pel with U -{q: pRq and q e X}. X and R are obtained as direct limits on the basis of the following recursion over the ordinals a.
R a+1 is the lexicographic ordering of X a induced by R a and the usual ordering -l<0< 1 on {-1,0,1}.
Note. X a can be identified with X a x {0}, in which case R a is identified with R a+1 restricted to X a x {0}.
If λ is a limit ordinal, then let
Evidently R is a dense linear ordering of X without endpoints. <X, R) fulfills (*) since Y[J {p}e X a for some a < ω λ and by taking q =z (p f -1) e X α+1 we obtain A simpler example of a TO space in which some point is not Borel is α>! 4-1 endowed with the right ray topology. The space constructed here has cardinality Ki Example 2.3 below also provides a To space in which no point is Borel, but it is of cardinality 2^i.
Since (y, 0) is identified with y and (p, 0) is identified with p (in X) (*) is verified.
5 Now let p 6 X. In the (right ray) topology described above {p} = {<Γ QRp or q = p}. Let {U t :ieω} be any countable system of basic open neighborhoods of p. Accordingly for each ieω pick r, e X with £7* = {£: t e X and τγβ£}. In particular rjlp for all ieω. Consequently, by (*) there exists xeX such that xRp and r t Rx for all ieα). Therefore xe{p} f] Πieω U t . Since x ^ p, we conclude that {p} Φ {p} n Π<eα> Z7* and so that {p} is not the intersection of any closed set and any G δ set. Thus, by Theorem 0 .1 ((a) ^=> (b) We take X to be the set of real numbers 6 endowed with the right ray topology. As X is a first countable T o space, we know that each point of X is Borel.
Let Y = {y Q ,y 19 •• ,2/«-i} be a finite indiscrete space. Partition the negative integers into n infinite sets X o , X u •••, X n^ and define otherwise .
Then every closed set of X (a closed left ray) maps onto Y. Thus / is closed. Since Y is indiscrete / is continuous. As for the second assertion about X, let ic > fc$ 0 and p e X κ . Note that p is a function with domain K and range included in X. It is easy to see that {p} -{q: qeX κ and q a <; p a for all a e Λ:}. If {Ui'.ieω} is a countable sequence of basic open sets in X% it is easy to see that {p} Π Πίe ω U t Φ {p}. Thus, any pepresentation of {p} as the intersection of a closed set and a G δ set is impossible. An application of Theorem 0.1 now finishes the argument.
